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Ah6tr.l. Curcnt pioloslellar 6€ory has delemi.ed a lower linil 10 thc ros of a predellr las cloud
fraemcnr ol -0.01Mo. This sues$rs thar Golaled inre$telar bodis i! th€ nAs rmge -10 7

l0:Monusthaveoisimtedrnhinaplanelarysysten.Twopo$ibhn@hanisnswhoEbyplan€lsaE
lost fron rhct parenlal syslcms to inrestelar spa@ ar€ disused atrd rhe abundane and distribltjon
of such urbound plaftts within dre Gdaiy is exdined. It n fomd tha1. excep! wifiin the @Lal
Esios of th€ Galaxy, unbodd planets ar expecl€d to b! ea@. In lhe solar neighbourhood for
instance, the nunber dcftily ratio of unboud planels to srds is esiinaftd ro mee be$een extienes
of -4x 10 a 3!10 : wirir a mosr probable value of -6x10 r. The fdint po$ibility thal thc
hypotherical Plmel X dighl be ol exha solrr oriei. is also dieusscd.

l. lnt.oduclion

Ir has b€€n inferred from studying tlle distribulion of stars lhnt about half of the
mass in the solar neighbou.hood is unseen or'missing' (Bahcall, 1984). The most
likely explanation for the local 'missing mass' (which may be distinct ftom the
missing mass in the galactic halo) is considered to be the prcsence of num€rcus
substellar obj€cts loo faint to be observable with present techniques. Stars of l€ss
than 0.08 Mo cannot sustain hydrogen buning in the core, and after a brief phase
of deuterium burning, they slowly contract to become cool, faint, Jupiter sized
bodies (D'Antona and Mazzitelli. 1985). It is nor known if enough of these'brown
dwarfs' have formed to account for the local mass density. No solilary brc*m dwarf
has been delinitely detected and it is as yet unknown whether ihe stellar mass
function increases for M < 0.1 Mo.

Should a brown dwarf be properly classed as a star or as a planet? Black (quoted
from Trimble, 1986) has drawn a sharp line between the two, based upon their
mode of formation: stars form by fragmentation of a gas cloud without sigdficant
dissipation or chemical fractionation; planets result when dissipation prcduces a
disk around a single proto-star. Solitary bmwn dwads thus would clearly be 'failed

stafs'. Studies of slar formation have identified a minirnum stellar mass limit of
-0.01 Mo, as gas cloud fragmenlation terrninates when individual fragmenls
become opaque (Silk, 1978). Thus brown dwafs, as the smallest solitary objects
to form from a gas cloud a.e expected to have a minimum possible mass; an
ever increasing mass function extrapolated down to lower masses does not seem
likely. True interstella. planets thelefore are likely to be stray bodies, unbound
and lost ftom their original planetary systems and nnging in mass from
- l0 7 Mo < M < 10 '1Mo (see Figufe l ) .
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Lawton (1974) has considered ttre €jecrion of protoplanels from tte viciniry of O,B'class 
sta^ and has estimated the number d€nsity of sray plarcts produced to be

- 1?. r. As will be shol*n, this is p.obably much roo high mainly because Lawron
grcatly underestimates the Main Sequerce lifetime of tlle parent stars and thus
overestimates the past abrudance.

In this paper, interstellar planets are hencefortl called unbound ptanets (UBps), a
term that is more speciflc as ro their origin_ The possible formation of UBps, their
aburdance and thcir relevance to lhe Planet X question arc examined.

2. Possible Mechanisns of UBP hoduction

2.1. SuPERNovAE

When a star explodes as a supemova it ejecls a substanrial quartity ofmass in a btast
wave al a very high velocity. From the point ofview ofan orbiting ptanet, rhis mass
loss is effectively instantaneous. Ar orbiting planet 6nds itself rravelling above the
planetary system's escape velocity when a supemova prog€niror ejects more thar half
its mass during the explosion (Hills, 1970).

Only stars of high mass end their lives in a supemova explosion (SNE). Coutd
planets be associated with such stars? Ir used to be rhought that tte slow rorarion
of stars later than F5 was due to the transfer of th€ir rotational angula. momentum
to a planetary system and thus or y relatively low mass starspossessed planets. How-
ever, there is now evidence that stars spin dowr progr€ssively with age so that tle
observed fast rotatio:r of massive stars may be mer€ly due to the fact that these stars
have such short lifetimes, not be€ause they lack plarcrary qystems (Harringron, 1982).

The lower mass limit for the progeritor of a Type II SNE is not known due ro
uncertainties conc€ming the evolutior of intermediate nass stars of 2.3 8 Mo. It
appears that stals of >8 Mo undergo a core collapse SNE, leaving a neurmn srar
remnant of < 3 Mo or a black hole (Nomoto, 1984) and stars of <4 Mo evolve ro
b€come white dwarf stars. Stars of 4 Mo < M < 8 Mo eitler evolve to lhe whiie dwarf
stage (Iben, 1985) or undergo degenerat€ carbor ignition, producing a carbon
deflagration SNE, which disrupts tle entirc star leaving no rcmnanr at all (Arnert,
1969). In aI these cases of SNE, insufficient mass is retained in a central body ro
pre\enl the unbinding of a planelary slsLem.



The main sequence lifeiime of a siar is roughly r/s ! loro(M/Mo)'? r yr. Thus
4 Mo stars last for -4 x 103 yr and 8 Mo slars for -8 x 10? yr. The time-scale for
planet formation varics between competing mod€ls from - loa yr according the the
proloplanel hypothesis (Cameron, l9?8) to -107 l03yr by the accretion of
planetesimals (wetlerill, 1978). Either way, il seems that planets would have
suficient lime to form around supernova progenitor stars.

It is quite possible thereforc ihat stars ofa much greater mass than the Sun could
be accompanied by planets in a fairly primitive state. These planets might become
unbound following a SNE. The type of stnr producing UBPS by this mechanism is
the same that Lawton (1974) proposes might shed protoplanets early on in iis
lifefime. The ultimate eff€ts on UBP production would tlus be similar, irrespective
at which stellar evolutionary stage the ptanetary system was shed. Lawton is in
eror, however, to assume that tle typical lifetime of such a star to be only about
106 yr and thus his estimate for UBP abundance js at least two orders of magnitude
too high.

2.2. CLosE STELLAR ENCoUNTERS

Hills ( 1984) has studied th€ eflects of a close encounter between a I Mo star/planet
system with a stellar intuder of I Mo He found that if lhe closest approach of the
int der is 2 3 times the semimajor axis of the orbit or l€ss, tlen the encounter
terded to increase the semi-major axis of the S/P system or ev€n 10 dissociate ir.
This mechanism therefore wo ld also serve to unbind planets and to distribute them
into interstellar space.

Hills also looked at the probability of a clos€ stelar encounter having disturbed
th€ Solar System. Over a rime 1, tlle most probable smallest impact pa.ameter in
AU of any stellar inirudff relative to the S/P sysl€m is

^  ^ , ^ l / p "  \ / l 0 o y r \ / 3 0 r m ' ' \ l l? ^ _ 2 t u t t  _ l l  A U ,  | )'  
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where n is the srellar number density and ,/ is their average v€lociiy relative to the
S/Psystem. For the Solar System, z :0.1 p. r ,  I  :4.6 x l0 '  yr and I / :30 km s ' ;

thus P0:980AU. Hills assumed that an encounier with impact parameter
P :40 AU or less would have left its mark on the orbils of the solar planets. The
probability of this -(PlPJz -0.1'7%.

This low probability ofthe Solar System having been disturbed tells us that, in our
region of the Galaxy, UBPS rcleased by close stellar encounters would not be
abundant. Howeve. as stellar density increases with d€creasing distance liom the
galactic center so would the effectiv€ness of UBP production by lhe Hills m€chanism

3. Modeling the Production of UBPS

In view of the consid€rdble magnitude of uncertainty involved in the processes of
planetary formation and the loss ofplanets to interstellar space, a simple model for
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the production ofUBPS isjusrified. A rnethod ofesrimating rhe abundance ofUBps
in diferent locarions in the galactic plane js outlined below.

The variation of disk star number densiry in the galactic ptane at a atistanc€ r
liom the galactic c€nter is approximately given by

tux0.1expl-O lJlhl pc l
l2)

(Bahcall and Soneira, 1980), where /o is ttre disrance of tte Sun ftom the galacric
c€nter (/o ! 8.5 &c) and * is the scalelength (, :3.5 fr?.).

The spheroidal slar popularion is well fir by an r 15 power law (Mould, 1986)
and t}le number density of tiese srars in rhe solar neighbourhood is only about
l/800 of the value for the disk. Thus. the fotlowing equarion for spheroidal star
number density has been adopted:

/ , \  r 5
p , "  r  1 .25  .  l 0  ' (  

I  p ,  ( . ] j
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The overall stellar number densiry, iherefore, is n:pd+p,,hpc r_ The number
density of UBPS is expected io be

n u R t . -  ( L s N + L ) p c ' ,  ( 4 t

where the term in brackets reprcsent the average number ofUBps prcduced p€r star
by the SNE mechanism and the Hilts mechanism, respeciivety.

The SNE mechanism coemcient is given by

LsN x tsNnef" (5)

where l;x is tlle fraction of srars tlat explode as supemovae. r, is tte average
number of planets surrounding such a star andj( is the fraction of single stals, those
assumed to possess planetary systems (Heppenheimer, 1978). Here we take n, : t0
and i  :0.3 (Apt,  1978).

The quaniity l;, can be estimated from t}le sretlar nass spectrum estimated by
Scalo (1978) as

dNldMo.M " (6)

wherc M is tlle stellar mass and l:1.94+0.941og(M). If SNE occur for stals
>4Mo then/sN:l%; i f  only sta^ >8 Mo explod€ then/J,:0.2%_

UBP production by ihe Hi[s mechanism is modelted by

I
. L "

J

$here P is rhe impacl parameler of lhe stettar intruder and r. / {p '  r ,  rhe number of
planets eject€d by rhe encounrer.

Th€ following equation was chosen for the ejection function, using a Bode,s law
arrangement of planets of semimajor axes d > 0.7 AU and assumiry that half of the
planets with a >P arc ejected,

,.,r.r:O O.rt^(!" 1) ( 8 )
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Thus, so long as Po > P and assuming the average extent of a typical planetary

syst€m is similar to the sola. syslem, Equation (7) becomes

4. Estinat€s ot UBP Abundance

4.1. PARAMETERS

Three choices of paramelers arc chosen to estimate the possible range of UBP

(1) ,rN:0; planets are not formed around high mass stars ard thus onlv the
Hill's mechanism can produce UBPS.

(2) tsx=0006; only stars >8Mo eject UBPS by the SNE mechanism
( 6x r 0.002). This parameter set may repr€sent the most reasonable estimate of
2""

(3) ,r' :0.03; stals of >4 Mo eject UBPS by the sNE mechanism (/s! :0 01).

Fig. 2. Slellar nunber density n p. 3 and mos! probable impacl parmeter Po AU. plotled aSaiNt
dist nce alotrg the galactic plarc r kpc Tle line marked ro reP.esnrs lh€ disLne of tne Sun fton tle

gara.rc enr€.
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Oiher p:fameters are set as follows. Relative ste]lar velocity is assumed fixed at
, / :30 km s ' .  For /  > 0.7 kpc, r :5 x t0,  yr;  for r<0.7kpc (rhe inter ior of  the
galactic bulge) I : 7 5 x I0, yr. Equarion 9 becornes unreliable ar low values of /, so
calculations are terminated a! / : 0_4 kpc.

Figure 2 shows stellaf number densirl , and most probabtc smallest impact
parametcr Po plotted againsr radial disrancc along rhe galacric plane / from rhe
galaclic ccnter. These are the parameters relevant ro UBp producrion by rh€ Hills

4.2. RESULTS

For each pararneter set, the rario of UBPS to local stars, ,u,p/r, is plotred against
mdial distance along tle galactic plane / in Figure 3. The localion of rhe Sun js
indicated by the line marked /0. Values for 

",Bpl, 
and estimares of lhe average

spatlal separation of UBPS at ro are given in Table L
It can be seen that the UBP abundance in rhe solar neighbourhood is expected ro

be v€ry low. Thc results indicate tlai I UBp is expected for beiween -30 2400

Fig 3. The rario of UBP nunbr d6sny r!,? to slela. numher densily ,, for rhe rhree pdanetcr sers,
pioltcd dgainsr I Tne slep in eacn.urve at | = O.? klc is du€ to the bislEr averaee age asuned for bulge



TABLE I

Rcsnlts for UBPS in rhe sour neiglbournood

-  4 1 . 1 0  I  n 4  l l l  r  1 . 0  1 0  :

17.8 1.2 4.3

stars, these objects having an average separation of -,t 18 pc. The nearest UBP to
the Solar Systen probably lies no nearer tlan 2 pc. In no case do we obtain a value
close to ,o,p/,l ^ 10, as estimated by Lawton (1974).

Ejection of planets by supernovae is thc dominant mechanism of UBP production
for all values of / investigated in Sel 3. In Set 2 l,' becomes larger than Zs' at
/<0.9kpc. Thus only within lhe inner disk or galactic bulge would substantial
quantities of UBPS be exp€cted as rhe Hills mechanism becomes more efrcient. Deep
wiihin the corc of tle Galaxy (not modelled h€re) unbound planets would wander
crowded intersrellar spacq ,d,"/n would apFoach the limiting va1!e of f" ne.

5. Conclusions

It is concluded here tlat, whilst it is iikely that interstellar planets exist, they are
rclativ€ly rare. Th€ search tor unseen bodies to account for the missing mass property
conc€ntrates on the detection of brown dwarfs.

However, should current theories of star formation be incorrect in predicting a
minimum gas cloud fragment mass of -0.01 Mo, then one might still speculale that
numerous bodies, boih ofplanetary mass and dimensions, litter intent€llar space. All
that can then be concluded from the above calculations is that the fraction of these
tiodies that are in r€ality unbound planeis is low.

6. An Afterthought Could Planet X Be a UBP?

A hypoth€tical tenth planet, lhe so-cailed 'Planet X', has been invoked on a number
of occasions to account for diverse asronomical phcnomcDa,

Harrington and van Flandern (1979) have proposed that, Pluto might have
originally been a satellit€ of Neptune and was ejected into its gesent ec€enldc orbit
by a close encounter between Neptune and Planel X. Might this Planet X have been
a UBP on a flyby through the Solar System, with impact parameter P - 30 AU?

Matese and Whitmirc (1986) have prcsumed tle existence ofPlanet X in order to
dive a comet shower mechanism that might account for the supposed -26Myr
periodicity in biological mass extinctions on the Ea h (Raup and Sepkoski, 1984).
Ir their model, Plane! x parameters are as follows: mass rz : 5 me; semi-major axis
l'i100AU; eccenticity a!0.3 and inclination io the ecliptic ir45'. Curent
theodes of planet formation would have difficulty explaining the fomation of a
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planet in such an eccentric and inclined orbit. Could planet X rherefore be of
extra-solar origin?

Taking rhe Set 2 paramer€r results, the number density of UBps in the solar
reighbourhood is ,.r,p a 6 x l0 a pc 3. The mosr probable smallesl impact parame-
ler for UBPS encounterlng the Solar System is, therefore, about 12640 AU. In our
former case P!30AU, so lhe chance of such an encounter occurring over th€
lifetime ofthe Solar Systern r(30/12640)? ! 6 x l0 6. Simitarty, for the later case,
the probability of an encounter with a UBP a! P : t00 AU : 6 x l0 5. Borh these
encounl€r probabilities are very low and the hyporhesis of an extra-solar origin of
Planet X is r€ndered even more improbabte if capture inro a solar orbil js requircd.

Thus Planet X. should it exist at all, is unlikely to be a captur€d extra-solar planet.
It nay inst€ad have originared in the Solar Sysrem and have had its orbir perlurbed
by a slar passing at P - 200 AU. The probabilily of rtus is -0.04, much greater rhan
the chance of €ncounlering UBPS.

Howevcr, should a tenth planet be discovered and is found to exhibit evidence of
a past episode of violent heatjng and ablalion, such as might be expecred close to
a SNE, then this could well poinr strongly ro the planer's extra-solar odgin.
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